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Robert Hughes, who has stunned us with comprehensive works on subjects as sweeping and complex as the
history of Australia (The Fatal Shore), the modern art movement (The Shock of the New), the nature of
American art (American Visions), and the nature of America itself as seen through its art (The Culture of
Complaint), now turns his renowned critical eye to one of art history’s most compelling, enigmatic, and
important figures, Francisco José de Goya y Lucientes. With characteristic critical fervor and sure-eyed
insight, Hughes brings us the story of an artist whose life and work bridged the transition from the
eighteenth-century reign of the old masters to the early days of the nineteenth-century moderns.
With his salient passion for the artist and the art, Hughes brings Goya vividly to life through dazzling
analysis of a vast breadth of his work. Building upon the historical evidence that exists, Hughes tracks
Goya’s development, as man and artist, without missing a beat, from the early works commissioned by the
Church, through his long, productive, and tempestuous career at court, to the darkly sinister and cryptic work
he did at the end of his life.
In a work that is at once interpretive biography and cultural epic, Hughes grounds Goya firmly in the context
of his time, taking us on a wild romp through Spanish history; from the brutality and easy violence of street
life to the fiery terrors of the Holy Inquisition to the grave realities of war, Hughes shows us in vibrant detail
the cultural forces that shaped Goya’s work.
Underlying the exhaustive, critical analysis and the rich historical background is Hughes’s own intimately
personal relationship to his subject. This is a book informed not only by lifelong love and study, but by his
own recent experiences of mortality and death. As such this is a uniquely moving and human book; with the
same relentless and fearless intelligence he has brought to every subject he has ever tackled, Hughes here
transcends biography to bring us a rich and fiercely brave book about art and life, love and rage, impotence
and death. This is one genius writing at full capacity about another—and the result is truly spectacular.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:
Nick Jansen:
Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the concept Goya suitable
to you? The actual book was written by well-known writer in this era. Often the book untitled Goyais one of
several books that everyone read now. That book was inspired a lot of people in the world. When you read
this e-book you will enter the new dimension that you ever know ahead of. The author explained their idea in
the simple way, thus all of people can easily to recognise the core of this reserve. This book will give you a
great deal of information about this world now. So you can see the represented of the world on this book.

Carol Smith:
You are able to spend your free time you just read this book this book. This Goya is simple to bring you can
read it in the area, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not include much space to bring the particular
printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save often the book
in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Glenn Remaley:
This Goya is new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information mainly because it
relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or else you
who still having little digest in reading this Goya can be the light food in your case because the information
inside this specific book is easy to get through anyone. These books produce itself in the form that is
certainly reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in guide
form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this book is the answer. So there is no in reading a e-book especially
this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you actually. So , don't miss the idea!
Just read this e-book kind for your better life and also knowledge.

Gloria Quinones:
Book is one of source of information. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen need book to know the update information of year to year. As we know those textbooks
have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the world. By the
book Goya we can take more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? To be creative person must
prefer to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't end up being doubt to
change your life by this book Goya. You can more inviting than now.
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